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ABOUT DK

DK Engineering Ltd. was established in Vietnam in 2004
as a MEP Design and Engineering Consultancy with
Industrial Engineering expertise.
In 2014 DK Marketing was established as a new division of
DK Engineering Ltd, primarily to represent our Principal
technology Partners in Vietnam by promoting their leading
innovative technology and products within the Vietnamese
Industry.
Our mission is to ensure our clients’ maximization of their
business potential in Vietnam by providing international
innovative leading products supported by our knowledge and
experience in the region.

WHAT WE DO
At DK Marketing we build long-term partnerships between selected
international suppliers/manufacturers and the Vietnamese Industry.
Provide extensive knowledge built on 40+ years of industry specific
experience.
Deliver innovative, sustainable solutions by careful selection of suppliers
who are world leaders in their respective fields.
Work within a company framework underpinned by customer satisfaction
and Quality Control.

LNVT is offering complete cement plant design, consultancy and supply as well as individual
departments, mill departments and large kiln upgrades including calciner modifications, no job is too
small and no job is too big.

Höganäs Bjuf has a well-deserved global reputation as a developer, producer and supplier of smart
refractory solutions.
The company serves the cement and steel industries, as well as a range of other applications that
require refractories capable of withstanding high temperatures and highly corrosive or abrasive
operating conditions. The ambition of Höganäs Bjuf is to offer the most effective refractory products and
turnkey solutions that will contribute to increased efficiency and profitability among the customers.

Focused on the Cement industry sector, specialized in providing total solutions and upgrades for PLC
control systems, industrial automation, ranging from instrumentation, electrical systems and control
panels to completed integrated process control systems and RQC quality control system.
I.P.A. Technologies services range from systems design and documentation through programming,
startup services (commissioning), and training.

MEP engineers, providing international quality MEP design, engineering and management services by
working efficiently, flexibly and collaboratively.
DK’s services are:
- Utility service MEP design, engineering and documentation for balance of plant systems
- Project realization and commissioning for heavy industry.
- Client references with LV Technology and FL Smith projects in Vietnam and worldwide
- Project management and construction management services.

Fabric ducting will provide you with an cost and time efficient air distribution, healthy indoor climate in
office buildings, schools, laboratories, industry and other applications.
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